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ABSTRACT 

A new equation is derived for the activity coefficient of an 
electrolyte in a liquid solvent (such as water) as a function of elec
trolyte concentration. This equation contains contributions from 
long-range electrostatic forces and from short-range attractive 
forces; it bolds from high dilution to the solubility limit. The new 
equation is based upon extended Debye-HUckel theory for long
range etrects and upon lhe local-composition concept for sbort
range ef'Jects. For a single-electrolyte solution, the new equation 
contains only one adjustable energy parameter and three other 
parameters that are ion-specific, not electrolyte-specific. Tbere
fore, extension to multicomponent electrolyt.e solutions follows 
without additional assumptions. Ion-specific parameters are 
reported for H+. 1(+, U·. Br- and 0.- ions. Calculated and experi
ment.al activity coefficients are in excellent agreement for aqueous 
solu.tions of HBr, Hel, KBr, Kel,.LiBr and Liel. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research. 
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division of the 
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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1. INTRODUC-nON 

Research leading lo an improved absorption hea l pump requires a suitable 

working fluid. which often is a multicomponent, concentrated electrolyte syso 

tem(l). Recenl advances in process-simulation technology can now provide 

computer-aided heal-pump simulation and optimization. But simulation 

requires suitable models for representing thermodynamic and transport pro

perlies of working fiuids. For maximum a.pplica.bility, these models should 

1. predict the properties of mixed-electrolyte systems using only experimen

tal informalion for single-electrolyte syslems. 

2. cover the entire concentration range, i.e., infinite dilution to the solubility 

limits. 

3. cover the temperature range 25 .... lBO·C. 

4. require only reasonable amounts of computer time. 

]n the last few decades, much progress has been achieved in representing 

the thermodynamic properties of electrolyte syst.ems for engineering applica

tion. Pitzer(2), Maurer(3) and Renon(4,5) give useful reviews. 

There are two fundamentally different methods for calculating vapor-liquid 

equilibria and related thermodynamic properUes(6,7). One is based on activity 

coefficients for the liquid phase and fugacity coefficients for the vapor pbase, 

a.nd the other is based on fugacity coefficients for both phases obtained from an 

equation of slate. In spite of significant advantages provided by an equation of 

Btale, for electrolyte systems, activity-coefficient models have aUracled more 

attention because it is difficult to eslablish an equation 0[' slale for such sys

tems(7). 

In developing activity-coefficient models for electrolyte systems. the most 

popular and successful practice is to combine the electrostatic theory of 

Debye-HClckel with modifications of well-known methods for non-electrolyte 
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.systcms(3). We also follow this practice here but with .some important 

modifications beyond those used by otbers. 

In 1973. Pitzer(8,9) proposed a successful model based on combination of 

an extended Debye-HUckel form (which accounts for long-range forces) with a 

virial expansion (which accounts for short-range forces). Later. Cruz and 

Renon(10}, Chen et a1.(l1} and Christensen ct a1.(12) replaced the virial expan

sion' with various flexible local-composition models. 

In the Cruz-and-Renon model, the excess Gibbs energy is assumed to be the 

sum of a local-composition termCNRTL-equation), a Debye-HUckel term and a 

Born contribution arising from the composition dependence of dielectric con

stant of the mixture. 

In the Chen model. the excess Gibbs energy is the sum of a NRTlrterm and 

.8 term of the Debye-HI.kkel form. 1n Chen's model, two assumptions are made: 

"loca1.electroneu trality" and "like~ion repulsion", 

Although bot.h t.he Cruz-Renon model and ·the Chen mod.el use the NRTL 

.equation to account for short-range forces, there is an important difference 

between them. Cruz and Renon suggest that ionic species are completely sol

vated by solvent molecules. Chen et a1. note t.hat Cruz and Renon's suggestion 

becomes unrealistic when applied to high concentrations, since the number of 

solvent molecules is insufficient to solvate ions completely. In the Chen model, 

all ions are, efiectively, completely·surrounded by solvent molecules in the very 

-dilute range but they are only partially surrounded by solvent molecules in the 

high concentration range. In this work, we adopt the viewpoint'of Chen. 

Christensen's model is similar to those of Cruz-Renon and. Chen. However, 

Christensen use a UNIQUAC equation instead of a NRTL equation for short-range 

forces. 
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or these models. only that by Chen is claimed to be applicable to the entire 

concentration range(13). Bul. when compared with experiment, Chen's model is 

not successful for a common working fluid, aqueous LiEI'. whose activity 

coefficient rises to 486 at 20 molality. (If converled to a mole fraction basis, lhe 

aclivi ty coefficient rises to 536). 

In this work we develop a new activity-coefficienl model similar to that of 

Chen but based on a more reasonable combination of Debye-H~ckel theory and 

the local-composition concept. Promising applicability of the new model is 

shown by application to the activity coefficients of some concentrated electro

lyte systems. We expect that this model may be usefu.l also for correlating 

excess enthalpies. heat capacities. solubilities and viscosities of electrolyte sys

tems, All of these properlies are important for absorption-beat-pump simula

tions. 

2. INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

Thermodynamic properties of a mixture depend on inlermolecular and 

inlerionic forces amongst all species of the mixture{6.11). Electrolyle systems 

contain both uncharged molecular species and charged ionic species; pertinent 

intermolecular forces are 

1. eleclrosla tic forces between ions. 

2. eleclrostatic forces between permanent dipoles, quadrupoles and higher 

mullipoles. 

3. induction forces between a permanent dipole (or multipole) and an induced 

dipole. 

4. noneleclroslalic forces of attraction (dispersion forces) and repulsion 

among molecules and ions. 

5. specific (chemical) forces leading to association and complex formation. 
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Le .• to the formation of "chemical" bonds such'as hydrogen bonds. 

"Electrostatic forces between ions are inversely proportional to the square 

of the separation distance. All other forces depend on higher powers of the 

reciprocal distance. Therefore, the forces between ions have a much greater 

interaction range than all others. The thermodynamic properLies of electrolyte 

systems can be consid.ered as t.he sum of two parts. one related to long-range 

forces between ions and the other t.o short-range forces between all species. It 

is the long-range nature of the electrostatic forces between ions that has no 

counterpart in nonelectrolyte systems and lhat is primarilY'responsible for the 

difficulty in constructing a model for concentrated electrolyte systems. 

While many authors have considered t.he thermodynamic properties of 

electrolyte solutions t.o be the sum of two cont.ributions. om~ long-range and t.he 

other -sborl~re.nge. most of these authors have considered these contributions 

independently, ignoring how one contribution affects the other. In this work. we 

,give attention to the efiects of short-range forces on the long-range contribu-

tion, and vice versa. 

S. THERMODYNAMIC BACKGROUND 

We seek an expression for the excess Gibbs energy, G. F'or simplicity. lve 

consider here aqueous single-electrolyt.e systems. Multi-solvent and multi-

electrolyte systems can be handled in the same way. 

Throughout this paper. the concentration scale .is the tr:ue mole fraction 

defined a.s 

(3-1) 

where %.t is the t.rue mole fraction of species k; n.,; is the number of moles of 

species i per unit. volume; 'fl.; is the lotal mole number of all species per unit 

volume. i.e., the lrue mole density of the electrolyte solution: 



nT=~n.,;. 

" Here L: sums all i.onic and molecular species. 

" 
Equation (3~1) is based on the assumption that all electrolytes are COID-

pletely dissociated. 

Consider a molecule CA .... hich dissociates into cation C and anion A: 

CA -=== C++A-

More generally. the molecule has the formula C" A" where c.>~ and CJ" are 
ID a 

stoichiometric coefficients. The dissociation equation now is rewritten 

where v~and lI" are the algebraic valences of cations rind anions. respectively. 

In this case 

Dissociation is descr.ibed by the equation of·equilibrium 

(3-2) 

We relate the chemical potential of an ion to it.s true mole fraction through 

activity coefficient "1 

J.L,; = J.L~ + RT'ln-y ~ %~ 

. J.l.rJ = JL: + RT'ln-y" %a. 

{3-3a} 

(3-3b) 

where ,,~ and "'fa. are the individual ionic activity coefficients of cations and 

anions. respectively: Superscript 0 denotes the standard state which. for a 

given system, depends only on temperature; 

'To obtain-an expression for iJ.c,,' we write 

and we define 

(3-5) 

and 



(3-6) 

We then obtain 

(3-7a) 

For a real, aqueous, single-electrolyte system, the Gibbs energy, GenAl), is 

given by 

"G(f'Ul)=nwlJ.w'+nd.L,'+'I1.g/;Lo 

=nw IJ.w +nclI#.I.clI 

-where n~1I is the number of moles of-electrolyte ca in the liquid phase. 

(3-8) 

The chemical potential of water is related to ils lrue mole fraction through 

its activity coefficienl by 

(3-3c) 

For an ideal. aqueous. single-electrolyte system, the Gibbs energy, G,,,,.IIl)' 

is given by 

and 

G _'i ( ( 
(iG.III)-'n,..;J.LW +~ #.I.e +n.p,g 

.=~~+nC4~~4 

~:: ~ + R1t.n%w 

p.!=~~+Rnnzc 

J.L~ :: J.L: + R17:nzg 

(3-10a) 

(3-10b) 

(3-l0c) 

Comparing Equation (3-9) ~'With -Equation (3.;,6), we see that G(iG8II1) is 

equivalent to G(MlIIl) when all activity coefficients in Equation (3-B) become unity. 

For waler. we choose the pure liquid as the reference slale.where J.Lw': ~. 

It follows from Eq. (3-3c) that 

(3-lla) 

However. for the reference stale of an electrolyte, the pure solu(e is nol a 
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practical choice since it is frequently a solid or liquid with properties very 

different from those of aqueous solutions. We here follow common c:onven-

tion(21,6) where the reference state for the calion is a hypothetical ideal dilute 

solution of unit concentration (xc = 1): we follow a similar convention for the 

anion. This convention normalizes activity coefficients 7c.7G and 7:t,cG such lhat 

they all approach unity as the mole fraction of electrolyte goes to zero: 

(3-11 b) 

As shown by Equations (3-11a) and (3-11b). the activity coefficients of 

water and solute are not normalized in the same way. Equations (3-11a) and 

(3-I1b) give the unsymmetric convention. We here use an asterisk • to denote 

the normalization given in Equation (3-11b). With this notation, Equation (3-

11 b) becomes 

7: ... 1; -y; ... 1 and 7;.C:G .. 1 as %c"'O; %G"O and%:!:,cG"O. (3-11c) 

The unsymmetric excess Gibbs energy, GE-. is defined by 

GE· G· G· = (recll) - T(icM<GI) 

=nwR7!n7'UJ+n c;R1ln7:+nG R 7!n-y; 

=nw Rl1n 'Y'UJ + nCg RTln '1 ;,c1J (3-12) 

4. NEWMODEL 

Many classical models, (e.g. Margules, Van Laar. Redlich-Kister. Scatchard-

Hildebrand, Flory-Huggins). have been used for nonelectrolyte systems whose 

molecules experience only short-range forces. For such systems, better results 

are often obtained upon using the local-composition concept of Wilson(14.) 

which has led to the development of several flexible local-composition models 

which are so popular todaY(15,6). For engineering purposes, such models as 

Wilson(14), NRTL(16) and UNIQUAC(17) of len provide 8 significant improvement 

over previous models. But if a local-composition model is used to account for 

the contribution from long-range electrostatic forces. we expect that the long-



range electrostatic forces influence.the local composition. 1n contrast to previ-

ous models, our model takes into account the effect of lange-range electrostatic 

forces on local composition. 

Let us· arbitrarily choose an ion in the solution which. for simplicity. con-

tains only a single electrolyte. The local composition. in the immediate vicinity 

of t.hat cenlr'al ion, is determined by the overall composition of t.he mixture. by 

the sizes of the species in the solution and by the energies of int.eraction 

between the central ion and all species (ions or uncharged molecules) in the 

first coordination shell. As shown in Figure 1. at the cehter. there is a cation C;. 

surrounded by near neighbors that form a first coordination shell. The dis-

lance between t.he center of cation c.: and the outer boundary of the first coor-

dination shell is given by r;. The ions. such as Cj and Ai' are located outside the 

first coordination-shell where cation C. is the center. i.e .• their distances from 

calion C; are larger than r'[. The interaction energy between central cation C; 

and anion A.; in the first coordination shell is given by tc:u' which includes contri-

bulions from both dispersion and electrostatic forces. 

Since tc:a includes an electrostatic contribution. the unsymmetric excess 

Gibbs energy. GElI. is given by the sum of two contributions 

(4-1) 

where G[R is the cont.ribution from long-range elect.rostatic interaction forces 

between eacb central ion and all ions outside the first coordination shell; GIR is 

the contribution from both the·short-range interaction' forces' of-all kinds"and 

the long-range electrostatic forces between each .. central ion-and all ions inside 

the first coordination shell. 

For GER. we use a modified Debye-H~ckel expression. For GfR, we use a 

local-composition expression similar to those proposed by Renon and 

Prausnitz(19) and Chen(11). Both expressions are based on the assumption of 
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complete dissocia lion of electrolytes. Through the usual thermodynamic rela-

lions. we obtain 

ln1:.c:c =In'':a.IR+ln-r:a..SR (4-2) 

where ":.CD is the unsymmetric mean activity coefficient of the electrolyte. (ca). 

on a true mole fra ction scale. 

Subscript (LR) denotes only the contribution from the long-range electros-

tatic forces '\\'hich exist between each central ion and all ions outside the first 

coord ina tion shell. Subscript. (SR) denotes the contribution from both the 

short-range interaction forces of all kinds and the long-range electrostatic 

forces which exist between each central ion and all ions inside lhe first coordi-

nation shell. 

For simplicity. the following expression is developed for a single aqueous 

electrolyte. The expression can be extended lorruxed-electrolyte systems. 

5. LONG-RA"NGE INTERACTION CONTRmt.rrJON 

The long-range interacti.on contribution is represented by a modified 

Debye-H\jckel expression. The derivation of the modified Debye-H~ckel expres-

sion is based on the Poisson equation of electrostatic theory. the Boltzmann 

distribution law a~d lhe local-composition concept. 

Although the individual ionic activity coefficient cannol be measured 

separately. if complete dissociation of electrolytes is assumed. it is theoretically 

preferable t.o derive first the Debye-HCackel expression for the individual ionic 

activity coefficient, and then to obtain t.he mean activity coefficient by Equation 

(3-5) 

We consider first t.he non-ideal behavior of the cation. We consider lw'o con-

lributions: first, the long-range contribution from electrostatic int.eraction with 

ions outside the first coordination shell; second. the contribution from electros-

latic interaction with ions inside the first coordination shell plus the 
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contribution from interaction with all species in the first coordination shell due 

to all kinds of short-range forces. Then we may writ.e the chemical pot.ential of 

one mole of cations, J.L/C' as 

/J-r; = J.L~ + RTln.zr; + RTlny;.LR + RTln-y; .SR 

where %r; is the true m.ole fraction of cations. 

From Appendix A, we obtain 

(5-1) 

(5-2) 

wbere -Y:,LR is the individual activity coefficient of the cation arising from the 

long-range conlrib~ution; k is the Boltzmann constant; e is the protonic charge; 

&lr; and va are the algebraic valences of the calion and the anion, respectively; D 

is the dielectric constant; IC is defined by (A-10) or (A-16); zr; is the coordination 

number of the cation; T/C is lhe'radius of the cation;'r:- is the outer radius of the 

first coordination shell where the cation is 'at the-center; :to and:o:~ are the tr,ue 

mole fractions of anions and waler, respectively; G~r; •• c is defined l?y (B-7). 

'Similarly for anions. we obtain 

(5-3) 

From (3-5). (5-2) and (5-3). we have 

(5-4-) 

Equation (5-4) is a modified Debye-HClckel Equation which differs 

significantly from the original Debye-HClckel equation. Equation (5-4) gives only 

the contribution due to electrostatic forces between each central ion and the 
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ions outside its first coordinalion shell, while the original equation gives the 

contribution due to electrostatic forces between each central ion and all other 

ions in the solution. 

6. SHORT-RANGE INTERACTION CONTRIBtmON 

The local-composition concept is used to account for the contribution due 

lo short-range interaction forces of ,all kinds, including the electrostat.ic 

interaction forces bet ... reen each central ion and all ions inside the flrst. coorcli-

nation shell. 

Our loca.l-composition expr.ession is superficially similar t.o thal of Chen el 

al.{l1), because it is also based on the NRTL model. But the presenl work 

differs from Chen's 'Work in three ways: 

First, our local-composition expression is based on a previous derivation of 

the three-parameter Wilson equation(19). We apply the local-composition con-
,<-/I"' 

,:' 

cept to excess enthalpy, HIR' (instead of excess Gibbs energy, GIR ); we then 

integrate the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation 

8eGIRI T) =Hj 
B(ll T) 'R 

(6-1) 

lo obtain GIR. We use the boundary condition GIR=o when 11 T=O. 

Second, we abandon the second assumption of the Chen model wherein the 

distribution of cations and anions around a central solvent molecule is such 

that the net local ionic charge is zero. While this assumption may hold for the 

concentration range near the fused pure elect.rolyte, we see no reason to 

a.ssume "local eJect.roneutrality" for the dilute and intermediate concentration 

range. 

Third. as suggested by Guggenheim's quasi-chemical lattice theory, we use 

a classical definition of the local composition; in our work t.he definition of the 

local composition is 
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"%ii _ %iexP(-£ijl' KT) 
·ZA;j· -:ZIG exp( -£kjl kT) 

(6-2) 

where %i.j is the local mole fraction of i in the first coordination shell surround-

ing species j; xi is the true mole fraction of i; f:ij is the characteristic interac

tion energy between one nearest-neighbor i~j pair*. 

Equation (6-2) is similar to that used by Chen except that Chen introduces 

into the argument of the exponential an arbitrary nonrandomness factor. 

Both the Debye-HUckel theory an.d the local-composition concept use the 

Boltzmann distribution law. Since the·' Debye-HClckel theory is based on·a 

McMillan-Mayer system while local-composition models are based on a Lewis-

Randall system. there is some inconsistency using (4-2) for multicomponent 

elect.rolyte systems; fortunately. this inconsistency is usually not significant 

(22). 

From Appendix B. "We obtain 

r 
'11 [ % G 1 10 .. <- .\11 rC\II.\II\II. '. G + 1 

7c.SR-- 2 ZUI % +z G +x G -%w- CW,ww 
\II C C\II .'W\II 4 4W ,\II1LI 

(6-3) 

(6~4) 

From (4-1). we obtain 

. * Energy parameter Uij is the product of £ij and Avogadro's number. 
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(6-5) 

Finally. from (4-2). we have the complete expression for the mean ionic 

activity coefficient of electrolytes in the single aqueous electrolyte systems. 

Further. with the Gibbs-Duhem equation. we can obtain the activity coeffIcienl 

or osmotic coefficient of water in the solution(6). 

The sum of Equations (5-4) and (6-5) gives In1:.c4' To use these equations 

we require the following parameters: 

1. radii Tr; and TIJ for the cation and anion, respectively. Anionic radius Tt: 

comes from crystal data. In this work. we consider only two anions; for 0-

the radius is 0.181 and for er- it is 0.196 nanometers. From fitting of 

binary data. we obtain five sets of cationic radii. shown in Table 3. Each set 

corresponds to a series of fixed coordination numbers. as shoVl'1l in Table 1. 

2. energy parameters characterizing the interaction between two species. 

For example. 9C1J) refers to the interaction between cation (C) and waleI' 

(W). However. these parameters always appear as differences according to 

GjUi=exp[ -{gji-glri)1 RT] 

where subscript (i) denotes the species at the center surrounded by a 

coordination shell containing species j and/or k (If i stands for water. then 

species i may also be in the first coordination shell.). 

3. the dielectric constant as discussed in Section 7. 

To illustrate. consider an aqueous solution of LiCI. we need radii for Li'" and 

a-. The dielectric constant is calculated from readily available data as shown 

in Section 7. Further. we require Bli.Ct. 9Liwand 9Cl.w' The first of these must be 

obtained from experimental data for LiCl solution but the others could be 

obtained from experimental data for other salts where lithium is the cation ru:. 

where chloride is the anion. 
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'7. -Tlm-DIEI:.ECTRlC CONSTANT 

Almost 40 years ago. Hasted et a1.(23) observed that for aqueous systems, 

dielectric const.ant D is a linear fuction of molarity to 1-2 m. depending on the 

electrolyte. However. such linearity c:annot be used here because wc attempt t.o 

cover a much large ra.nge of concentration. 

A highly concentrated aqueous electrolyte may be considered as a mollen 

-electrolyte containing a smtiH amount of water. Intbis condition. the structure 

of water does not resemble its normal'structure; tberefore.in a concentrated 

electrolyte solution. water does not have its usual high dielect.ric constant but a 

significantly smaller value. probably not much difierent from t.hat of the 

ions(24). 

Although there has been 'extensive experiment.al study of the concentra

tion-dependence of the dielectric constant of electrolyte solulions. few'attempts 

have been made to lake it into account when modeling deviations from id.eality 

for . electrolyte solutions. Triolo et a1.(25) tried to improve the primitive model 

-within the framework of the Mean Spherical Approximation(MSA). using either~a 

two-parameter. density-dependent dielectric constant or a.n adjust.able (but not 

density-dependent) dielectric const.ant. up to 2 m. But the calculated values of 

the dielectric corist.ant are not realistic, since t.hey are great.er than that for 

pure wat.er. In the concent.ration ra.nge to 6 m. an extension of Giesc's equa

tion(26)-was used -by _Ball ~et·a1.(27) for the -MSA ~model_of electrolyte~ solu

tions(4B). In the Cruz-and-Renon model(10). Cruz and Renon chosePoltel's 

expression(49) to estimate the variation of the dielectric constant with concen

tration. 

Based on the assumption that ions are dielectric holes. we assume that at 

high electrolyte concentrations. water becomes steam-like. Thereforc. we use 

here an expression for dielectric constant D based on an equation of Uematsu 
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and Franck(2B) that represents t.he experimental dielectric constant of gaseous 

and liquid wat.er as a function of temperature and density. In this work. we 

cbange density dependence to apparent-mole-fraction dependence. '\\ben cal-

culaling the apparent mole fraction. an electrolyte is considered as a molecular 

component; in other words. for calculating the dielectric constant. the electro-

lyle is considered to be undissociated. 

The calculated dielectric constant is a function of temperature and elec-

trolyte concentration but it is the same for all electrolytes 

D=1+(B11 T,.)(I-zcg}+{B21 Tr+B:t+B.Tr}{l-zco)2 

+(B51 Tr+Be Tr+B? Tr2){I-z cg.}9+(Bel Tr2+Bsl Tr +B10}{1-zc;a)4 (7-1) 

where.:rCCl is lhe apparent mole fraction of electrolyte ca; Tr = T / 29B.15 with T 

in Kelvins; Table 6 gives constants B as reported by Uemalsu and Franck(2B). 

Figure 6 shows the dielectric constant as a function of electrolyleconeen-

tration at 25 and 50·C. 

8. lONle RAnD 

In the Debye-Hllckel expressions. it is usually assumed that all the ions 

have the same size. This assumption is reasonable only when electrolyte solu-

lions are dilute. where the distances between ions are so large that the 

influence of ionic 'size can be neglected. For moderate and high concentrations. 

however, the effect of ionic size is significant. There is a large amount of evi-

dence indicating that. for models covering a high concentration range. results 

are sensitive to the values chosen for ionic radii(35.36). 

It has been customary to use crystal ionic radii. instead of ionic radii in 

solulion. Several sels of crystal ionic radii are available; the best known and 

most widely used are those due to Goldschmidt(3?). Pauling{3B.39), GouTary 

and AdTian(40) and Waddinglon(41). In the present model. for anions. we 

choose Goldschmidt's radii as recommended by the Handbook of Chemist.ry and 
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Physics(59lh'ed.). For calions; we choose radiLtit from activity-coefficient~data. 

However. to obtain radii from ac:livily-coefficient data, it. is necessary to assign 

values to the coordination numbers. 

Table 3 shows some results of the fit. We can see that. for potassium ion, 

the values of rK are not realistic. One reason, we speculate, is that t.here is 

some distortion in the simultaneous tit ,because of t.he presence of hydrogen 

ion, a bare proton. Based on complete dissociation, the fil is done as though 

the hydrogen ion existed by itself as the·other cations do. But'arbare' proton 

probably does not exist as an entity in aqueous solution. 1f we tit KBr or KCl 

separately. we can obtain much more realistic result for TK' 

9. DATA CORRELATION AND DISCUSSION 

To obtain, binary parameters and cationic radii, 'We use experimental mean 

ionic activity coefficient data for six aqueoussingJe-electrolyle systems (HEr. 

HCI, KBr. KC!. LiBr. Lie!) (42). We use these data to obtain 11 energy parameters 

and 3 cationic radii; they are obtained by least-square analysis on deviations 

between calculated and experimental quantilies(42): 

S7= ~ (In 7;~:.~ -ln7;:~i)2 (8-1) , 
The choice of these six aqueous electrolytes follows from several considera-

tions. First. the activity coefficient curves for LiEr and LiCl are different in type 

:.:from those for KEr andKCl as shown in"',.Figures'4:and.5. Second: there is"a large 

difference in the>maximum molalities for these two types'of"aqueous 'electro-

lyles. Therefore. titting data for these four systems to lhe present mtidelpro-

vides a stringent test. Third, RBr a.nd Hel were chosen to investigate the 

behavior of;r in the present model. 

The classical Debye-HCickel expression uses the mass density of water 

instead of that for the solution. In the high-concentration range, this approxi-

mation may cause lrlrge 'deviations. Teinvestigate this efiect, we iniliallychose 
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Clarke's density model(29) with parameters determined from three sources of 

experimental density data(30.31,32) to calculate the densities of these six 

aqueous electrolytes. We found, however, that the true mole density, nT, does 

not vary significantly among the six electrolytes or with electrolyte concentra

tions. If we fix the value of the true mole density as 60 moles per liter, the devi

ations are within ±5 ~ for concentralion to 20 m.. It is therefore not surprising 

that the fit of activity coefficients using the fixed mola.r density val.ue is almost 

as good as that using measured values of the true mole density(see case[5] in 

Table 1.). 

For the system H2 0-LiBr at 25 C, Figure 3 shows the modified Debye

H~ckel contribution and the local-composition contribution to the mean ionic 

activity coefficient. The modified Debye-Hl:tckel contribution is always impor

tant. especially at high electrolyte concentrations. 

To obtain energy parameters from experimantal activity-coefficient data, it 

is necessary to specify coordination numbers. 

Table 1 gives five sets of coordination numbers for water and the following 

ions: hydrogen. potassium. lithium., bromide and chloride. The last column. in 

Table I gives the standard deviation in fitting experimental activity coefficients 

":.CII to the new equation. For all five sets, the goodness-of-fit is about the same 

but this conclusion may change when we consider large ions. 

The size constant A is used to determine the radius of the coordination 

shell shown in Figure 1: ri=Tc;+AT". (Similarly, T~=TIJ +ATc;.) 

Table 2 gives energy parameters 9Jil Rat 25 C upon setting 9ww=O. 

Table 4- gives a comparison between the present model and that of Chen. 

Unfortunately. the comparison is not as strict as we might wish because results 

from the Chen model are obtained from his paper(ll), which uses data sources 

different from ours. Nevertheless, for most systems studied here, the present 
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model gives a much better representation of the experimental data. 

9.1. CHARALlERlSTICS OF PARAlIETERS 

Whereas the parameters in the Chen model are salt-specific. those in the 

present model are ion-specific. There is only one adjust.able parameter. gCg. for 

each electrolyte; other parameters like Dew. !Ja.w' rc and ra.. are common to all 

,electrolytesyslems containing the same cation and/or the same anion (For'rg • 

*,we use literature values.). 

In the present model, all interaction-energy parameters appear as 

differences. i.e., OJ;' -g/l:i' therefore. we can arbitrarily fix one inleraction energy 

paramet.er; we choose !/ww =0. All other interaction-energy parameters a.re 

relative values. 

In view of the semi-empirical nature of our model. we cannot assign definite 

physical significance to the parameters. We m~y. however. notice some regular

ities .. The present model suggests that the magnitudes of the attraction ener

gies bebveen various "pairs are in t.he order: Sow <Oea. <gC1A) (Table 2). Also. from 

Table 2. we see some reasonable at.traction-energy sequences: g.K/Jr <gl;i.Br; 

9xo. <guo. and gKw <gl;i.w' 

Table 5 indicates that for accurate results. the interaction energy parame

ters must be considered to be temperature-dependent if the presenl model is 

. used over·a wide temperature"'range. 

'9.2. JON ASSOCIATION 

Electrolyt.es may dissociate part.ially or completely in solution. With rising 

temperature, the dielectric constant decreases and association increases. With 

increasing electrolyte concenlration. association rises due to both a mass

action effect and lower dielectric const.ant. 
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Molecular-thermodynamic models for electrolyte systems can be divided 

into two limiting categories: one is based on the assumption of complete dissoci

ation of electrolytes and the other on chemical equilibria to describe the extent 

of ion association(2). Although the chemical-association models may be 

regarded as more realistic and tlexible(33). they have serious disadvan

tages(34), especially upon extension to mixed-electrolyte systems. 

The complete-ionization assumption has been used consistently in previous 

..... ork based on the local-composition concept. It has therefore become cus

tomary to ascribe inadequacies of local-composition correlations to ion associ

ation. However. we believe that the local-composition models can generally 

represent the contribution due to the short-range forces whether there is some 

ion association or not. 

For nonelectrolyte syslems. the UNIFAC model(44). based on the local

composition concept and the group contribution method. often provides' a good 

approximation. If a molecule can be divided inlo groups, we can similarly divide 

the ion pair into ionic "groups" and then use the "groups" in our expression 

representing-the contribution from the short-range forces. Therefore. ion asso

ciation mainly atIects the expression representing the contribution from the 

long-range forces. In the present model. although assuming complete dissocia

tion. the modified Debye-HU.ckel expression accounts indirectly for ion associa

tion. as indicated in Appendix A. 

In etIect. the present model makes a detour around the problem of ion 

association. The Cruz-and-Renon model(10) uses a known dissociation constant 

and six parameters to describe the vapor-liquid equilibrium of HCI-H2 0 system 

at 25 C for acid composition from infinite dilution to 18 In. By contrast. as 

shown in Figure 2, the present model uses only one specific adjustable parame

ter in addition to two common parameters and one etIective cationic radius to 

'~" . ~ 
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-represent the mean ionic activity coefficient' Of the HCI.;H2 0system at.25·C for 

concentrations from infinite dilution to 16 m. For th.is system, the specific 

parameter is UHa and the two common parameters are UJIu; and 9aw' 

We cannot claim that the present model has overcome the problem of ion 

association. But it is proba bly more flexible than previous strong-electrolyte 

models for describing electrolyte systems with significant association. 

10. CONCI .. USION 

A new molecular-thermodynamic model has been proposed for aqueous 

electrolyte solutions. It goes beyond previous models because it is based on a 

theoretically improved combination of Debye-H~ckel theory and the local

composition concept and because it is designed to represent t.he properties of a 

wide variety of electrolyte systems over the entire range of electrolyte concen

tration. As shown here, preliminary application of the new model indicates 

encouraging results. 
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NOTATION 

B 

D 

G 

R 

T 

e 

= constanls in y.;quation (7-1) 

= dielectric conslant 

= Gibbs energy 

= quantity defined by (B-7) 

= enthalpy 

= Bollzmann constanl 

= Avogadro's number 

= gas constant 

= Lc~erature(X) 

= protonic charge 

= inleraction energy parameler of j-i pain; 

m = molality 

r 

reCTA) 

~f' 

%, 

zJ~ 

2: 

= moles of species i per unit volume (excepl in Appendix A where ~ denotes 

the number of species i. per unit volume) 

= the distance from the ion which is the origin of the coordinates 

= radius of cations (or. anions) (A) 

= outer radius of the rll"st coordination shell 

= true mole fraction of species i based on all species (molecular and ionic) 

= local mole fraction of species j wbere species i is the center 

= coordination number 

Greek Letters 

." 

'tii 

Ie 

" 

-
= 
= 
= 

activity coefficient on lruemole-fraction scale 

interaction energy for one j-i pair 

quantity defined by (A-I0) 

size constant in CA-4) 

. 

". 



= 

= 

Pc: = 

= 

= 

= 
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chemical potential of species k 

algebraic valences'of cations andanions'respective1y 

charge density at distance T from the calion which is thC 

origin of the coordinates 

standard deviation 

the electric potcntial 

numbers or cations and anions, respectively, prod uced by 

tbecomplctc dissociation of one electrolyte moleculc 

Superscripts 

E = 

i = 

0 = 
~ = 
GO 

..... 

. calc. 

expo = 
LR = 
SR = 

Subscripts 

• 
c = 

= 
= 
= 
= 

excess properties 

ideal solution 

standard slate 

unsymmelric convention 

infinite dilution 

calculated value 

experimental value 

long-range 

short-range 

anion 

cation 

electrolyte ea 

any species (except in Appendix A where j denotes only ionic species) 

abbreviation (or one mole 

water 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation or the Modified Debye-H~ckeI Expression 

Based on the Poisson equation of electroslatic theory. t.he Bolt.zmann dis-

tribution law and the local-composition concept. the modified Debye-Hlickel 

expressi.on is to account for the long-range electrostatic-interaction cont.ribu-

tion to the excess Gi·bbs energy. 

For a charge distribution possessing spherical symmet.ry about the origin. 

Poisson's equation has the form 

..L.!Ll2~l=- 471" P 
rl! aT r aT D 

(A-l) 

where 1J; is the pot.ential at a point lIvhere t.he charge density is p; D is the dielec-

tric constant. of the medium in which t.he charges are immersed; r is t.he dis-

tance from the origin. 

If a particular ion is chosen as the origin of coordinat.es and no external 

forces act on the ions. the time-average dist.ribution of c:harges about that. ion 

bas spherical symmetry. Equat.ion (A-l) is therefore laken to apply to t.he 

time-average values of the pot.ential. '1/1. and the charge density, p. at distance r 

from the ion. 

Since the elec~rolyte solution as a whole is electrically neutral. we have 

:Enj vie::::O (A-2) 
1 

where nJ denotes the number of ions j per unit. volume. (i.e .• t.he bulk· concen-

tration); Vi is the valence of ion j; e is the protonic cbarge (equal and opposite 

in sign to that of an electron) and the summation is over all ionic species in the 

solution. 

We select a cation as the center of the coordinates. According to the local 

composition concept. we consider a cell which consists of the central calion and 

its first coordination shell. The condition of electrical neutrality tells us that 
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the net charge in the solution outside this central cation cell musl be equal bul 

of opposile sign to t.he net charge inside the celL ~Thus (A":2) may be replaced by 

.. 
J 411'?"2Pc dr +vc e +NISC vile =0 
rt" 

B: 

(A-3) 

where r~ is the outer. radius of the central cation cell. This outf!r radius is given 

by 

(A-4a) 

where Tc; is the radius of lhe cation; Tg is the radius of t.he anion; A is t.he size 

constant to account. for lhe effect. due to the outside shape of the firsl coordi-

nation shell. This size constanl is in the range 1 to 2. 

Similarly 

(A-4b) 

Na.c is the time-average number of anions in the first coordination shell of 

the cell having a cation at the center; it is given by 

(A-5) 

where Zc; is"the coordination number of the cation and xae is the local molefrac-

tion of anions around the central cation: 

(A-6) 

Equation (A-6) is discussed furlher in Appendix B. 

Equation (A-3) is related to the 'like-ion repUlsion' assumption(11), which 

slates thal the local composition of calions around cations is zero, -and simi-

larly for anions. This assumption is equivalent to assuming that repulsive 

forces between ions of like charge are extremely large; equat.ion (A-3) does not. 

include the t.erm Nr;c lice because. %ec =0. 

According to the Boltzmann distribution law, the average local number of 

ions j per unit volume, nj, at distance r, is 
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nj=njCxP[- Vj::, 1 (A-7) 

where k is Boltz.mann constc:mt and T is lhe absolute temperature. 

The product. lIje1Jlr;. is th~ electrical potential energy of ion j when Lhe 

coordinate syst.em is centered on the calion. The product. kT. is its thermal 

energy. 

For the volume elemenl considered. the net-charge densily is obLained by 

summing over all ionic species 

p,=tnjvJeexp[- Vi::' 1 (A-Ba) 

Upon ex:panding the exponentials in (A-Ba). we obtain 

_~ ~ [v;e1Jlc] ~njVje[v;e'1/lr;]2 
pc-tnjvje-'tnjvje -;;:;y- +7 2! kT (A-Bb) 

The first term on the right of (A-8b) vanishes by the condilion of electrical 

neutrality (A-2). (For electrolytes with symmetric valence. the lhird t.erm also 

vanishes.). If Vje'!fc «kT. only the second term (linear in '\ftc) is appreciable, giv-

ing the result: 

:_ ~ 'njVJe 21f;r; 
Pr; ,i.J leT 

i 
(A-Bc) 

Since (A-Be) stales that 1ft; is direclly proportional to Pc. this approximate 

form is consistent 'with the superposition principle of electrostaLics, which says 

that the potential due to two systems of charges in specified positions is t.he 

sum of the potentials due to each system taken separately. 

Equation (A-Be) is~striclly valid only when the potential energy. IIje'l/lc. of 

the ion j is small ccmp.ared to its thermal energy, kT. Although this may well be 

true for the majority of the ions j in the solution. it is questionable for those 

ions which are close to the central cation. But those ions are not of concern to 

us because the potential calculated here does not' include the ions in the first 
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coordination shell. 

Substituting (A-Bc) int.o the'Poisson equation (A-I). we have: 

(A-9) 

where IJC is defined by 

(A-I0) 

Equation (A-'9) is a linear second-order differential equation relatiJJg ';c to 

r. To-solve (A-9).,we use two physical· conditions; first, that the_potential must 

remain finite at large values of r; second. that electroneut.rality must hold in 

the entire solution. We use equation (A-3) for elect.roneutrality. FinC111y. we 

obtain 

! VC%II Zc ] e exp[/C(r; -r)] 1 'lfc= vc;+--:.----
%11 +.:ra.; G1AIC .;IIC D (1 +1Cr;) 'T 

(A-ll ) 

_This.fundamental.expression isvalid':only..atthe region r~~~. For the case r=,.c; . 

we have to ,add the potentail. Vc.FCS • due to thejons in the first coord ina tion 

:shell. 

For an isolated cation in a medium of dielectric constant. D. 'the potential 

'If; at distance r is given by 

(A-12) 

By the principle of linear superposition of potential field s. for,. =rc . we 

_have 

(A-13) 

where ""'~ is the potential due to all the ions outside the first coordination shelL 

Substituting (A-ll) and (A-12) into (A-13). w'e obta.in 

(A-14) 

Whithin r <1'(; • no other ions can penetrate and 'I/I~ is therefore constant for all 
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'f' <r,; and equal lo ils value al r =rc;' Thus (A-14) accounls for lhe conlribulion 

of all ions oulside lhe firsl coordi.nation shell on lhe polenlial of the cenlral 

cation. 

The change of electrical energy of the cent.ral calion, due lo interaction 

with ions outside the first coordination shell. is equal to the product of its 

charge. lice. and the potenlial. '1f~. However. if we apply t.he argument t.o every 

ion in the solution. we count each ion twice. once as t.he central ion and once as 

part of the surrounding ions. Thus lhe change of the electrical energy for' one 

mole of calions. /j,J-Lc.LR • is given by 

• No . 
~J-Lc.LR=RTln-yc.LR= T lIce 1fc (A-15) 

where No is Avogadro's number. 

Substituting (A-14) inlo (A-15). we obtain (5-2). Similarly. '\\'e obtain (5-3). 

To maintain concentration scales consistent lI-ith the local-composition _>' 

expression (6-5). we re'\\'rite (A-l 0) to 

.-2_ 4rre 2 
'" 'Tlj .p_ 4·rre 2 

'" .2 
Jt;~- DkT'Tlr~'TlTVJ- DkT'TlT,-:,XjV; 

J J 

where 'Tlr is t.he t.olal number of all species per unit volume. 

(A-16) 

(A-17) 
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APPENDIXB 

Derivalion of the Local-Composition Expression 

'While the derivation that follows may be generalized, thc! derivation given 

here is based on a single complet.ely dissociated aqueous electrolyte. 

It is assumed that in the solution there are three types of cells as shown in 

Figure 7. One type consists of a central water molecule with water molecules, w, 

anions. a, and calions, c, in t.he first coordination shell. The other two, based on 

t.he '.'like-ion repulsion"assumplion, have either an anion or 'calion -at the 

center and a first coordination shell consisting of lI·aler molecules and 

oppositely-charged ions. but no ions of like charge (Le., Z'c!: =%gO =0). The like-

ion repulsion assumption follows from assuming that. the aUractive inleraction 

energies between ions of like charge are much grea ler than any other aUrac-

live int.eraction energies. 

According to.the t:w.o:'fiuid theo'ry(45), ,,'e:have 

where Em is the interaction ·energy of one"mole of 'solution;' £(1.11) is the 'interac

tion energy of one cell where water is the cent.er. "'"ith similar definitions for tee) 

The local mole fractions are relat.ed to one another by 

%1IA\I +zcw +Z'.w =1 (central-water cell) 

't:%.wcT.%ac =1 (central-cation ceZl) 

,ZWg +ZCCl = 1 (central-anion cell) 

For each type of cell.~'we have 

(B-2a) 

(B-.2b) 

(B':Zc) 

(B-3a) 

(B-3c) 
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where £ii is the interaction energy of one j-i pair (Eii =ti.j). 

For one mole of pure water or pure completely dissociated "Jjquid" eleclro-

lyle. we have 

(B-4-a) 

(B-4b) 

(B-4-c) 

where 

9ii. =No tji 

The excess interaction energy of one mole of solution. E!. is deftned by 

(B-5) 

Since we are concerned with low pressures. following Renon and 

Prausnilz(16). we use the approximation 

H!=~ 
where H~ is the exeess enthalpy of one mole soluti.on. 

We now define 

GiUi =exp[ -(gii -glci}1 RT) 

where R is the gas constant. 

Upon combining (B-2) and (5-2). we have 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

(B-Ba) 

(B-Bb) 

(B-Bc) 

To oblain an expression for the excess mole Gibbs energy, G~. we use the 

Gibbs-Helmholtz eq ua lion 

B(G~I T) E 

B(ll T) -Hm (B-9) 
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Assuming 9ji. independent of temperature. we integrate (B-9). giving 

(B-lO) 

At the low limit of the integration. we use 1/ T=O. Therefore. G~/ T=O at 

this limi.L 

Through the th£!rmodynamic relations 

finally. we obtain 

(B-lla) 

r 
Jnj'eSR=- 21lZw [ 'G~w GClu; .ww G zwj 

• x,w+.:z:c CW.wv:+ZCl ClW.'iUW 

'zi:tc zc'zc {xc,+xw Gwu.cCl)jl + + Zo In ---;-......;..--
.:tel +%w Gwc .IIC ,zo +.T.w (xc +,zw ) 

(B-l1b) 

Equations (B-lla) and (B-llb) give symmetrically normalized. individual 

ionic activity coefficients. For consistency with the unsymmetrically normalized 

modified Debye-HClckel expression. we renormalize the activit.y coefficient.s in 

",Equations (B-lla) and (B-llb) using the relations 

In),; .sR= In')'c .sR-ln~.SR 

In)';'sR=ln')'o.SR-lnt:.SR 

(B-l2a) 

(B-12b) 

where (~) denotes unsymmetric convention and (00) denotes infinile dilution. 

From Equations (B-12a) and (B-12b). 'We oblain Equations (6-3) and (6-4-). 
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outer boundary of the first coordination shell 

Figure 1. Long-range and Short-range Interaction 

in a Single-electrolyte System 
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water at center 

anion at center cation at center 

Figure 7. Three Types of Cells. 

The lower two cells assume like-ion repulsion. 

C=cation. A=anion and W=water" 

,; 
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Table 1. The Influence of Coordination Number ()n the Simullaneous Fit. of 
Mt!an-Ionic-AcUvity-CoefficienL Data for Aqueous Eleclro!ytes'at2:;C 

S<!". Zu; .% l/~ % x" . % Li." 2 Br - '%0- 'OJr.')':..C"1I 

[1) 4.5 4.5 4.5 <4.5 4.5 4.f> 0.017 
(2) 10.0 ]0.0 10.0 ]0.0 10.0 10.0 0.018 
[3] 4.5 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 0.018 
[4] 4.5 ·11,,0 4.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 0.015 
[5] 4.5 4,0 4.0 6.0 7.0 3,0 0.016 

Date fro:r. Herner et a1(42), Mexi!T.u!T. mola~:ies I!~e 11.O(:i3~), 16.0(:iC). 5.5(K3:-), 
5.0(Kq, 20.0(Li9~) end 19.2(:"iCl). 

Jo.. '=' 1.5 fo:" all t:lect:oiytes except'H3:" where A = 1 :70 

In ell ceJc\l1etio:ls. the crys~a~ rad:j of Goldschrrjd~(37) are used for the rlldi: o~ a:n:o::ls, 

In Set[ 5), the true del'ls:ty defined by (A-17) is fixt:d a~ 60 mo; I L. 

Table 2. Inleraclion Energy Parameters, Bjil R (K). from Simullaneous Fit of 
Mean-Jonic-Activily-Coefficienl Delta for Aqueous Electrolytes a l 25 ·C, 
upon Setting 9'U11Ai =0. 

l:Jr- 0- H2 O J 
Set[4] Set[4) , Set[4 ) Se~l4r Set[4] .. Setl4]' I 

Jf+ -U3.86 186.34 14.0 -59.75 -113.33 -137.12 j 
K+ -203.85 -190.34 -195.82 -]75.19 -287.89 -270.69 i 
Li+' -260.34 -185.66 ':274.89 -190.28 -494.51 -443.50 I 
H 2 O 315.38 325.13 296.69 3]13.13 0.00 0.00 

Set [4) as i", Table 1. 

Set(4)' is the same as Set[4] except t.~at rnax:!T.um moJa!:'ities a·e 6.0(H3:-), 6.0{HC:), 
5.5(K9:-). 5.0(KC1). 6.0(Ll9!') and 6.0(Llel). 

Ta ble 3. Effective Radii for Cations (A) from Simultaneous Fit or Mean-lonic
Activity-Coefficient Data for Aqueous Electrolytes at 25'C 

'Set fl+ K+ ~Li+ 
, 

[1] 0.6991 0:6753 -0.769B 

[2] 0.6582 0.5542 0.7084 
{3] 0.6835 0.6458 0.7447 
[4] 0.5924 0.6J54 0.6956 
[5] 0.5241 1.030J 0.5909 

All sets as:in Table 1. 

... 
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Table 4. Comparison Between the Present Model and t.he Chen Model 
(Results from Fit of Mean-Ionic-Aclivity-Coefficient Data of Aqueous 
Electrolytes at 25 ·C) 

Set[4] Set[ 4]' Chen Model" 

C11n,), S:.CD m.a:Z.m C1ln?S:.CD m.az.m Uln?s:.CD maz.m 

HBT O.DlS 11.0 0.00::> 6.0 (l.015 S.O 
HC] 0.02:; 16.0 0.003 6.0 0.035 6.0 
KBT O.OOb 0.::> 0.004 5.::> 0.004 5.5 
KC) 0.007 5.0 0.00::> 5.0 0.003 4.5 
LiBT 0.012 20.0 0.004 6.0 0.050 6.0 
LiC} 0.020 19.2 0.004 6.0 0.040 6.0 

• From Chen et al.(]1) 

Sell4] and .55t[4]' 88 in Table 1. and 2. 

Table 5. Effect of Temperature on St.andard Devi.ation of Meiln Ionic Activity 
Coefficient for Aqueous Potassium Chloride Using Temperature
Independent Parameters Obtained at 25·C 

T ("C) 0 18 

f1 0.056 0.017 

Data from. Caramazza(43) 

Mn:zimum molality is 4.0 m. 

25 55 

0.005 0.037 

Parameters are those inSet[4] at 298.15 K. 

::>0 

0.088 

f1 denotes the standaTd deviation of mean ionic activity coefficient for aqueous potassium 
chloride. 

Table 6. Numerical Values of the Constants in Eq. (7-1) for the Dielectric Con
st.ant (From Uemalsu and Franck(28» 

B, = 7.62571 

Be = 244.003 

B:s = -140.569 

B4 = 27.7841 

Bo = -96.2805 

B. = 4],7909 

B., = -10.2099 

Be = -45.2059 

Ba = 64.6395 
B,o = -35.8644 
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